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▸ Note: (biased) sampling of some relevant topics! 
▸ For more info, see links!
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NEXT-GEN COMPUTING DEMANDS

▸ Need more (or alternative) processing power to keep 
up with data demands in next-gen experiments 
(especially for reconstruction) 

▸ Example: tracking at HL-LHC
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ML FOR X AND CHALLENGES

▸ ML is being used for more tasks in HEP: ML for X 

▸ where X = trigger, calorimetry, tracking, particle-flow, reconstruction, 
simulation, …
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▸ ML is being used for more tasks in HEP: ML for X 

▸ where X = trigger, calorimetry, tracking, particle-flow, reconstruction, 
simulation, …

▸ Challenges for using ML in HEP: 

▸ Large algorithms with many ops for inference and training 

▸ Integration into exp. workflows 

▸ Utilization of heterogenous resources (GPUs, FPGAs, etc.) 

▸ Real-time latency constraints 

▸ How can we best utilize [HEP, cloud, heterogeneous] resources for [distributed, 
accelerated, real-time] [training, inference, hyperparameter optimization] of 
[large, compressed] ML algorithms
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COPROCESSORS / ACCELERATORS 5

▸Heterogeneous computing  
resources used in tandem with CPUs 

▸Can be connected directly or remotely 
(using client-server internet 
communication protocols)

Xilinx Alveo U250 FPGA

NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU

Google Cloud TPU v3

Cerebras CS-1



COPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS 6

▸Accelerate our (domain-knowledge and 
ML) algorithms with coprocessors 

▸Allen: fully GPU HLT1 in LHCb 
[arXiv:1912.09161] 

▸GPU-enhanced HLT in CMS 

▸ExternalWork [arXiv:2004.04334]; 
Patatrack [CMS-DP-2018-059]: pixel 
local reco., pixel-only track reco., and 
vertex reco.; SONIC 
[arXiv:2007.10359] 

▸CNNs for event interpretation in 
multiple neutrino physics experiments

LHCb Trigger-DAQ for RUN3 [arXiV:1912.09161]

q40 Tb/s full detector readout @ 30 
MHz (2 · 1032 cm-2s-1)

qLevel-1 mostly a traditional selective 
trigger, output saturated by signal: 
implementation of GPUs s will 
reduce data rate to 1 Tb/s

qLevel-2 trigger  real-time analysis 
reconstructs signals with offline 
analysis quality in real-time. Allows 
rest of event to be discarded for high-
rate signals like charm:
implemented on CPUs will reduce 
data rate to 80 Gb/s

Allen (LHCb)

Allen can be implemented in ~500 
GPUs @ full collision rate of 30 MHz 

processing 40 Tb/s

https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.09161
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.04334
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2646774
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.10359
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.09161
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.04334
http://cds.cern.ch/record/2646774
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.10359
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• Cloud service has latency

• Run CMSSW on Azure cloud machine
ĺ�VLPXODWH�ORFDO�LQVWDOODWLRQ�RI�)3*$V
(“on-prem” or “edge”)

• Provides test of “HLT-like” performance
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and there is a vast amount of research on specialized hardware for machine learning that the
particle physics community can take advantage of

• Often machine learning algorithms are quite parallelizable making them amenable to accelera-
tion on specialized hardware. This is not always true of physics-based algorithms, or perhaps
they would have to be re-written to accommodate new, and often changing, computing hardware

We therefore focus on ML acceleration in our study. Of course, to fully capitalize on the ML-focused
hardware developments, we rely on the continued research and development of ML applications for
particle physics tasks. However, given recent work across many neutrino and LHC experiments []
and initiatives such as the HepTrkX [] and Tracking ML Kaggle Challenge [], machine learning
applications across particle physics is growing rapidly.

The other important aspect is to understand is how to integrate FPGA co-processors into the parti-
cle physics computing model without disrupting the current multi-threaded parallel module processing
paradigm. A natural method for integrating heterogeneous resources is via a network service []. This
client-server model is flexible to be used locally by a single user or within a computing farm where a
single thread communicates with the server via Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) sending information as
protocol bu�ers. In our particular case, the gRPC package [] interfaces with Brainwave system. With
this setup, we now define a communication method between FPGA co-processor resources and our
primary experimental computing CPU-based data centers. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 where a module
running on our experimental compute farm requires fast inference of a particular ML algorithm via
an RPC. At the moment, we test the performance of a single task which makes a request to a single
cloud service. However, scaling up the number of requests is natural for the Brainwave system which
is capable of load balancing of service requests []. In the next section, we study the performance of
this computing stack and compare it to other results in the literature.

Network input

Datacenter (CPU farm)

CPU FPGA

Prediction

Experimental 

Software

gRPC protocol Heterogeneous  
Cloud Resource

Figure 4: An illustration of FPGA-accelerated machine learning cloud resources integrated into the
experimental physics computing model as a service

One may also consider a case where the FPGA co-processor resources are physically on the
same farm as the CPUs, as a so-called edge compute resource. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. In this
scenario, the same gRPC interface protocols are used to communicate with the FPGA hardware and

– 5 –

the software access for fast inference is unchanged. To benchmark this scenario, we run our particle
physics applications on a virtual machine (VM) on the cloud datacenter. Again, results are presented
in the following section.

CPU
FPGA

Heterogeneous  
“Edge” Resource

gRPC
 protocol

Experimental 
software

Figure 5: An illustration of FPGA-accelerated machine learning edge resources integrated into the
experimental physics computing model as a service

Describe the Resnet-50 deployment. The service is defined in two steps: a featurizer step which
is performed on the FPGA, and the classifer step, which is performed on the CPU.

– 6 –

7

‣ Services for Optimized Network 
Inference on Coprocessors (SONIC) 
‣ Send data (e.g. jet images) from exp. 

CPUs to GPUs or FPGAs

Comput. Softw. Big Sci. 3, 13 (2019) 7

GPU or 
FPGA

https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/SonicCMS
https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/SonicCMS
https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/SonicCMS
https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/SonicCMS
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41781-019-0027-2
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41781-019-0027-2
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‣ Services for Optimized Network 
Inference on Coprocessors (SONIC) 
‣ Send data (e.g. jet images) from exp. 

CPUs to GPUs or FPGAs
‣ Two modes: cloud service and on 

premises

Comput. Softw. Big Sci. 3, 13 (2019) 7

GPU or 
FPGA

GPU or 
FPGA

https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/SonicCMS
https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/SonicCMS
https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/SonicCMS
https://github.com/hls-fpga-machine-learning/SonicCMS
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41781-019-0027-2
https://doi.org/10.1007/s41781-019-0027-2
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‣ SONIC + Triton Inference Server demonstrates ML 
as a service on GPUs for a variety of collider 
[arXiv:2007.10359]  and neutrino physics tasks 
[https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/
contributions/1210/]
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8ML AS A SERVICE WITH SONIC + TRITON + GPUS

Load 
Balancer

Triton Inference 
Server

Triton Inference 
Server

Triton Inference 
Server

Triton Inference 
Server

AI Model 
Repository

AI Inference Cluster 
(CPU | GPU)

Small DNN for HCAL reco.  
batch size = 16k

arXiv:2007.10359

http://arXiv.org/abs/2007.10359
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1210/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1210/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1210/
http://arXiv.org/abs/2007.10359
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1210/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1210/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1210/
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.10359
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.10359
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‣ Utilize commercial tools and interface 
them with HEP data to train directly on 
them (e.g. ROOT files):  
‣ https://github.com/vkuznet/MLaaS4HEP 
‣ Other training repos: 
‣ https://github.com/hqucms/weaver 
‣ https://github.com/DL4Jets/

DeepJetCore

9ML TRAINING AS A SERVICE arXiv:1811.04492

https://github.com/vkuznet/MLaaS4HEP
https://github.com/hqucms/weaver
https://github.com/DL4Jets/DeepJetCore
https://github.com/DL4Jets/DeepJetCore
https://github.com/vkuznet/MLaaS4HEP
https://github.com/hqucms/weaver
https://github.com/DL4Jets/DeepJetCore
https://github.com/DL4Jets/DeepJetCore
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.04492
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.04492


CLOUD AND HPC COMPUTING

▸ HEPCloud: integrating commercial cloud (AWS, GCP), allocation-based (HPC), 
with traditional experiment resources [arXiv:1710.00100, 
doi:10.1088/1742-6596/898/5/052019, arXiv:1806.03224, doi:10.1051/
epjconf/201921403031, arXiv:1904.08988] 
▸ ML for optimization of computing workflow management 

▸ Some (growing) experience of  
using HPCs in HEP experiment  
workflows 
▸ Especially distributed training

10

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.00100
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/898/5/052019
https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.03224
https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201921403031
https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201921403031
https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.08988
https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.00100
https://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/898/5/052019
https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.03224
https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201921403031
https://doi.org/10.1051/epjconf/201921403031
https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.08988


DISTRIBUTED TRAINING

▸ Flavors of distributed training: 
▸ Data distribution, gradient distribution,  

model distribution 
▸ Hyperparameter optimization: bayesian  

optimization, evolutionary algorithms, … 
▸ Exa.TrkX group working to demonstrate  

distributed training and hyperparameter  
optimization on HPCs for particle tracking 

▸ Neutrino physics applications as well [https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/
371/contributions/1231/] 

11

09/11/19
Fast ML, Distributed Training, J-R Vlimant

10

Data Distribution

https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.05878 

● Master node operates as parameter server
● Work nodes compute gradients
● Master handles gradients to update the central model

➔ downpour sgd https://tinyurl.com/ycfpwec5 
➔ Elastic averaging sgd https://arxiv.org/abs/1412.6651  
➔ Gradient energy matching https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.08469 

See: https://indico.cern.ch/event/822126/contributions/3500187/ 
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1231/

https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1231/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1231/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1231/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1231/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/822126/contributions/3500187/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1231/
https://indico.cern.ch/event/822126/contributions/3500187/
https://indico.slac.stanford.edu/event/371/contributions/1231/


REAL-TIME ML, E.G. CMS LEVEL-1 TRIGGER 12

▸Upgraded Level-1 Trigger: 
40 MHz → 750 kHz

40 MHz
L1 Trigger

750 kHz

CMS-TDR-021

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2714892
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2714892
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REAL-TIME ML, E.G. CMS LEVEL-1 TRIGGER 12

▸Upgraded Level-1 Trigger: 
40 MHz → 750 kHz

▸Reconstruct all events and  
reject 98% of them in ~12.5 μs 

▸ Latency necessitates all FPGA 
design (729 FPGAs!)

40 MHz
L1 Trigger

750 kHz

CMS-TDR-021

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2714892
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2714892


REAL-TIME ML WITH HLS4ML
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…

tune configuration
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HLS  4  ML

▸ hls4ml for physicists or ML experts to translate ML algorithms into FPGA firmware

J. Instrum. 13, P07027 (2018)13

https://fastmachinelearning.org/hls4ml/
https://fastmachinelearning.org/hls4ml/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.06913
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.06913
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MANY INTERESTING APPLICATIONS 14LHC trigger: applications
!7

258 Chapter 5. Conceptual design of the Phase-2 Trigger

GCT design remains completely changeable to a fully time-multiplexed approach where all the
data from barrel and endcap can be processed by the same board while offering a more adap-
tive interface to the track finder if required in the future. In the case of the GMT, the choice
to align the TMUX period with that of the track finder is motivated by the main processing
task of this system: correlate tracks and muon information. The firmware resource estimations
indicate that lighter hardware is required (See Section 5.3).

Figure 5.12: Diagram of the CMS L1 Phase-2 upgraded trigger design. The calorimeter trigger
is represented on the left and composed of a barrel calorimeter trigger (BCT) and a global
calorimeter trigger (GCT). The track finder in the center transmits tracking information to the
correlator trigger (CT), the global track trigger (GTT), and the global muon trigger (GMT).
The muon trigger architecture is represented on the right and composed of three muon track
finders: EMTF, OMTF, and BMTF. The CT in the center is composed of 2 layers for particle-
flow processing. The global trigger (GT) receives all trigger information for final decision. For
each of the architecture component, the information about the time slice (TMUX), the regional
segmentation (RS) in h or f, the functional segmentation (FS), and the number of FPGAs are
specified.

Figure 5.12 displays the baseline architecture chosen for the Phase-2 Level-1 trigger system.
This diagram represents all the components of the foreseen system and their interconnections.
The number of processing boards, f or h segmentation (x axis), and TMUX period (y axis) are
represented. The architecture modeled relies largely on the use of generic processing boards
to equip each subsystems and the use of specific processing boards is only designated for spe-
cialized tasks. The trigger components directly interfacing with sub-detectors are subject to
constraints on the number of links and assignment of data fibers. At the time of writing, most
of the sub-detector backend electronics designs have been finalized and the trigger primitive
formats specified. In some cases, the format was directly optimized to achieve the best algo-
rithm performance or to optimize the resources on the receiving end. For some sub-detector
interfaces, a baseline format was assumed and it was verified that reasonable changes have
negligible consequences on the overall design. Later stages of the architecture displayed in
Fig. 5.12 show more flexibility in their design. This allows contingency for future improve-
ments and additions.

Autoencoder

LSTM

Conv2D

MLP

BDT

BNN/TNN

Graph NN

Physics-inspired 
architectures

Physics data representations 
are unique and varied — we 

want the right tool for the job! 

arXiv:2008.03601

arXiv:2003.06308

arXiv:2002.02534

CMS-TDR-021

Quantization-aware 
training

arXiv:2006.10159

Graph NN

arXiv:1804.06913

https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.03601
https://arxiv.org/abs/2008.03601
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.06308
https://arxiv.org/abs/2003.06308
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.02534
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.02534
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2714892
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2714892
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10159
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.10159
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.06913
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.06913


ML “ON DETECTOR” 15

▸ ML can be extended to detector frontend ASICs: bringing processing / data 
reduction as close to detector close as possible 

▸ Example: autoencoder for data compression in frontend CMS HGCal ASIC

Autoencoder: Reconfigurable data compression
• Enable edge compute : Data compression of detector output using deep neural networks
• Programmable and Reconfigurable: ability to update weights based on real-time feedback (ms)
• Training adaptable to changing detector conditions (pileup), different geometries, lost channels, etc.

• Unsupervised learning (2.375nJ/inference, every 25ns, 15x compression, < 4mm2) 

(I2C)

CMS HGCAL 

See: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44698/contributions/192923/

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44698/contributions/192923/
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44698/contributions/192923/


“DATA SCOUTING” OR SELECTIVE PERSISTENCE OF EVENTS 16

See: https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44402/contributions/191632

Data scouting (CMS) 
Trigger-level Analysis (ATLAS) 
Turbo stream (LHCb) 
Mu3e

Introduction Triggers at the LHC Beyond HEPReal-time analysis for physics

Caterina Doglioni - 2020/06/23 - RAL Seminar

Overcoming storage (and CPU) bottlenecks

29

Size of RTA event
(relative to full event)

Size of full event

Save many more smaller events 

- Allows to record and store  
much higher event rates

smaller event 
(&& lower LHC  

instantaneous lumi) 
→ higher HLT rates 
→ lower thresholds

real-tim
e analysis

Introduction Triggers at the LHC Beyond HEPReal-time analysis for physics

Caterina Doglioni - 2020/06/23 - RAL Seminar

(Near-)real-time analysis of LHC data

28

Graphics by K. Pachal

Reduced data formats: 
- Only keep final trigger objects (drop raw data) 
- Save only ”interesting” parts of the detector 
- A combination of the two

Perform as much ”analysis” as possible @ HLT 
- Reconstruction & calibration 
- First preselection to skim ”backgrounds”

real-tim
e analysis

▸ Related: real-time analysis & selective 
persistence 

▸ Record only essential information to 
perform analysis for each event

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44402/contributions/191632
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/44402/contributions/191632
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00902
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03496
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.01360
https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.00902
https://arxiv.org/abs/1804.03496
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.01360


SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

▸ ML is here to stay in HEP 
▸ How to leverage existing and future computing  

resources/platforms for ML-based workflows is an  
active area of research 
▸ Both “offline” and “online” applications abound 

▸ Interested groups include 
▸ Fast ML: https://fastmachinelearning.org/ 
▸ RealTime ASG: https://realtime.blogg.lu.se/ 
▸ SMARTHEP: http://www.smarthep.org/ 
▸ IRIS-HEP: https://iris-hep.org/ 
▸ HSF: https://hepsoftwarefoundation.org/ 
▸ Exa.TrkX: https://exatrkx.github.io/ 

▸  Connections to many other Snowmass groups: 
▸ IF04 Trigger and DAQ, IF07: Electronics/ASICs, CompF01: Experimental Algorithm 

Parallelization, CompF04: Storage and processing resource access (Facility and Infrastructure 
R&D)
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